Dynamic Centrality in Random Subnetworks
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Dynamic Centrality.
Our Model
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We start with a scale-free underlay with
NU nodes, that represents the overall set
of relationships between people. We
generate a set of daily networks by way
of bond percolation, where each link of
the underlay becomes a member of the
daily network with probability p.
Nodes with no remaining links in the daily
network are removed, and so the daily
networks tend to be smaller than the
underlay when p is small:
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The overlap naturally approaches zero
along with the size of the daily network:
probabilistically, any hub in one daily
network has only a Nd/NU chance of being
in the other network, let alone being a
hub, and so the overlap should be
proportional to this ratio.
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Central Question

To what extent do these
daily networks exhibit
dynamic centrality?
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However, as you can see, the overlap is
smaller than one would expect due to
probability alone, except for very small
values of p.
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As p becomes larger, nodes become
less likely to leave their category. We
We can also look at the rank that a node
visualize this in the following graphs,
has in the daily networks, as a function of
which show the fraction of times that
its rank in the underlay. To do this, we
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generate 500 daily networks from the
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One way to measure dynamic centrality is
to list the hubs in two daily networks, and
calculate the fraction of nodes that
appear in both lists.
Here we
calculate this
overlap for
pairs of daily
networks built
from an
underlay of 100k
nodes. A hub is
a node ranked* in the top 1% or 10% of
its network.

To calculate the rank of a node, we list the nodes
in decreasing order of degree, and number them
from 0 to NU-1. Normalized rank is the rank
divided by the size of the network, giving us a
number between 0% and 100%.
When multiple nodes have the same degree,
they are each assigned a unique rank within the
appropriate range.
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On any given day, only
some links are active,
and the daily networks
can vary greatly. In
particular, the hubs can
change from day to day.
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Social networks are
usually scale-free
with well-connected
hubs.
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Normalized underlay rank:

For small values of p, the highest
ranked nodes in the underlay are
always in the top 1% of the daily
networks, but every node is
capable of reaching the top 10%,
and even nodes in the top 3% of
the underlay can end up demoted
to the bottom ranks.
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These curves
all peak
around
p=0.3, close
to where
overlap was
smallest.

Most nodes
do stick to
their own
category;
however
there is a
small
amount of
dynamic
centrality,
particularly
where
p≈0.3.
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